“Guitar licks, picked over tremulous Hammond organ chords and shuffling blues beats
are the core of this retro blues collection, which manages to emit authenticity
despite the obvious legacy of its influences.” The Sydney Morning Herald
One Sentence Bio
Think Booker T Sharing A Scotch with B.B. King at the crossroads after midnight.
Bio In A Tweet
Lazy Eye... Think Booker T Sharing A Scotch with B.B. King at the crossroads after midnight.
50 Word Bio
Think B.B. King sharing a scotch with Booker T at the Crossroads after midnight. With more awards than you can poke a mojo
hand at, and the live show to match, Lazy Eye delivers some of the best original blues Australia has to offer.
100 Word Bio
Think B.B. King sharing a scotch with Booker T at the Crossroads after midnight. With more awards than you can
poke a mojo hand at, and the live show to match, Lazy Eye will move you with some of the best original blues Australia has to offer. Evan Whetter’s vocals are gritty with a velvety smack of soul, wielding his weather beaten Hammond with style as he leads an all killer no filler line up featuring rising star of the guitar Erica Graf and supremely talented drummer Mario Marino. A growing legion of followers testify to the quality of this retro blues collective.

That these funky greens are being produced by the Australian band Lazy Eye somewhere in the southern Australian
climes is just the international gravy made by the music”
All About Jazz (USA)
“Fine album from a band that I’d soon want to see play on the European stage.”
Rudolf’s Music (Netherlands)
“Un petit tour en Australie pour découvrir un trio
remarquable... A remarkable trio”
Blues Again (France)
“This 10-track self-penned, live album is a cracker from the start and to quote Renee Zellweger, this album “had me at hello”
Blues Matters (UK)
“It’s a pleasure to see a weather-beaten Hammond fronting a band and even more so when it’s wielded with style.
Such is the case with Adelaide blues outfit Lazy Eye”
The Australian

